
Bookish Escape: Night Huntress Discussion – February 25, 2011

Title: Night Huntress Discussion
Time: 02/25/2011 09:00 PM EST

Episode Notes: On February 22nd, the fifth Night Huntress novel, THIS SIDE OF THE GRAVE, comes 
out. It's been a little over a year since the last Cat & Bones novel and Larissa and I want to get back into 
the world. Who am I kidding...it's Cat & Bones, we just want to talk about this fabulous series and 
speculate on all the changes that occurred in DESTINED FOR AN EARLY GRAVE. I know we can't be the 
only ones, so join us on February 20th at 9pm EST and let's talk about it.

The recording has started.
[09:10:24 PM] <Guest 7> Hello Guys. Hello Jeaniene
[09:11:05 PM] <LarissasLife> hey!!! =)
[09:11:18 PM] <Guest 7> My favorite is Destined for an early grave and First drop of crimson
[09:12:17 PM] <LarissasLife> I loved Eternal Kiss of Darkness as well!
[09:12:56 PM] <Guest 7> Jeaniene makes all her characters so quirky and fun I can reread them over 
and over again
[09:13:51 PM] <Guest 6> I haven't read the spin off series yet but plan to get to it very soon!
[09:14:07 PM] <LarissasLife> ooooh you should!!
[09:14:15 PM] <LooksieLovitz> I didn't read the spin off series either. I wish I had read it before This 
Side of the Grave.
[09:14:32 PM] <LooksieLovitz> I was like "WOAH! Denise is a shapeshifter now?!"
[09:14:55 PM] <literaryescapism> I read the Denise spinoff, but not the Kira. I didn't feel that the Kira 
story was as important as the Denise spinof
[09:15:20 PM] <FictionKingdom> Can you ask her about Vlad's book?
[09:15:23 PM] <LarissasLife> Any questions for Jeaniene guys???
[09:15:31 PM] <LarissasLife> I will for sure Fiction!!
[09:16:14 PM] <LooksieLovitz> I want Tate to find love. Will he find love?
[09:16:22 PM] <Guest 6> Ooh yeah, that happened to me too when I read TSOTG! LOL I was like oops I 
missed something.
[09:16:38 PM] <Guest 6> Vlad has a book??
[09:16:50 PM] <Gunspurs> Ok this may be a pervy question, but I wonder if Spade and Denise were 
intimate while Denise was Cat's Doppleganger? If so...kinda weird. LOL
[09:16:57 PM] <FictionKingdom> Vlad is going to have a book
[09:17:37 PM] <Guest 6> Sweet! I love Vlad. Is there an expected release date yet?
[09:17:46 PM] <Guest 7> release date
[09:17:47 PM] <Guest 7> ?
[09:17:47 PM] <literaryescapism> i think 2012
[09:17:48 PM] <LarissasLife> I'll ask her!
[09:18:01 PM] <Guest 6> Please do!
[09:18:05 PM] <Guest 7> thanks
[09:18:19 PM] <Guest 7> yeah1
[09:18:19 PM] <LooksieLovitz> OMG I love Vlad! He's got that sexy Bones vibe.
[09:18:32 PM] <Guest 7> 2 books! awesome
[09:18:40 PM] <Guest 12> Loved Vlad in TSOTG
[09:18:45 PM] <LarissasLife> no problem! =D
[09:19:02 PM] <Guest 15> Definitely could read more about Vlad. 
[09:19:59 PM] <Guest 17> ditto! I'd love to read more about him too!
[09:20:23 PM] <LarissasLife> You guys can shoot q's for Jeaniene and we'll ask her! =D
[09:20:25 PM] <Guest 7> never ticked
[09:20:29 PM] <literaryescapism> totally
[09:20:41 PM] <Guest 15> Could someone please ask if she will introducing any more characters in to 
the Night Huntress series?
[09:20:57 PM] <literaryescapism> We still haven't seen the fourth convict yet
[09:21:14 PM] <Guest 7> good point
[09:22:52 PM] <LarissasLife> fourth convict??
[09:23:07 PM] <LooksieLovitz> from the Alexandra ship?
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[09:23:25 PM] <LarissasLife> oooh ok
[09:23:25 PM] <Guest 15> She alludes to him either being dead or just lost.
[09:23:52 PM] <FictionKingdom> What about Ian?
[09:24:03 PM] <Guest 15> Would be interesting to see him show up out of no where, not sure if he is an 
ally or enemy.
[09:24:25 PM] <Guest 15> I personally don't see Ian settling down, too pompous.
[09:24:30 PM] <LarissasLife> lol
[09:25:31 PM] <RabidReads> I loved Majestic in the latest book. She's badass.
[09:28:39 PM] <FictionKingdom> Is Mencheres masker really dead? Are there any vamps older than 
him?
[09:28:47 PM] <FictionKingdom> * maker
[09:29:05 PM] <Guest 12> Who else is in the anthology?
[09:30:10 PM] <literaryescapism> The Bite Before Christmas by Lynsay Sands and Jeaniene Frost (Oct 
25, 2011) 
[09:32:50 PM] <FictionKingdom> How much does the government know about vampires? Do they know 
about ghouls and demons?
[09:33:02 PM] <LooksieLovitz> I wish Bones did magic like Mencheres can. Those zombies and ghosts 
were pretty badass. I wonder what else he can do.
[09:33:08 PM] 
[09:33:08 PM] 

[09:33:36 PM] <Guest 15> Is it ok to ask questions that may spoil TSOTG?
[09:33:58 PM] <LarissasLife> we'll open the spiler section soon I think =)
[09:34:02 PM] <LarissasLife> *spoiler
[09:34:10 PM] <Guest 15> ok thanks'
[09:35:12 PM] <LooksieLovitz> Is Cooper going to turn into a vampire? He seems anti "freaky stuff" but 
he seems dedicated to his job.
[09:35:18 PM] <Guest 20> Howdy Everyone! ~Missie, The Unread Reader
[09:35:25 PM] <literaryescapism> hi!
[09:35:31 PM] <LarissasLife> hey Missie!!!! =D
[09:35:36 PM] <FictionKingdom> Hi!
[09:35:38 PM] <Guest 20> I was so curious about the Denise thing! Thanks for asking that
[09:35:54 PM] <LarissasLife> no problem =)))
[09:36:58 PM] <LooksieLovitz> I didn't like Majestic. She seemed like a B in TSOTG. I liked her before 
when they were quoting Matrix.
[09:37:41 PM] <Guest 20> I say, bring on the Ghouls! Prove that they can bring sexy back 
[09:37:58 PM] <LooksieLovitz> Yeah I liked Rodney though. I was sad to see him go.
[09:38:22 PM] <Guest 20> fist pump 
[09:38:30 PM] <LarissasLife> lol
[09:39:24 PM] <LooksieLovitz> Oh I forgot about Dave. He's a cutie.
[09:39:35 PM] <LarissasLife> he is!!
[09:39:35 PM] <Guest 7> turn down speaker you have double recording
[09:40:42 PM] <literaryescapism> who does?
[09:40:48 PM] <literaryescapism> Is it Larissa or I?
[09:40:58 PM] <LarissasLife> Im using a headset... =)
[09:41:02 PM] <LooksieLovitz> I'm not hearing any thing weird.
[09:41:07 PM] <Guest 15> it went away
[09:41:14 PM] <LarissasLife> oh cool =)
[09:41:22 PM] <literaryescapism> If anyone wants to call in and ask Jeaniene a question, here's the 
numbers: +1 724 444-7444 Call ID: 93065#
[09:42:13 PM] <LooksieLovitz> I'm sick so I would sound like a husky man. I'll pass. lol.
[09:42:18 PM] <Guest 15>  literaryescapism, is the call center located in western pa or just routed that 
way?
[09:43:10 PM] <literaryescapism> no clue
[09:43:12 PM] <literaryescapism> may be routed that way
[09:44:51 PM] <Guest 20> yes!!
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[09:44:51 PM] <Guest 7> yes
[09:44:56 PM] <Guest 12> YES!!
[09:44:58 PM] <Guest 18> Yes!
[09:44:58 PM] <LooksieLovitz> I'm ok with spoilers cause I have read it.
[09:45:41 PM] <LarissasLife> Ok guys, shoot the spoiler questions...
[09:46:42 PM] <LooksieLovitz> How long to Cat's powers last when she absorbs them? And will the 
Ghoul blood affect her differently?
[09:47:01 PM] <KristinCP> Missie!!!!
[09:47:05 PM] <LarissasLife> Missie!!
[09:47:06 PM] <KristinCP> <3
[09:47:14 PM] <KristinCP> Hu 
[09:47:17 PM] <KristinCP> hi
[09:47:37 PM] <LooksieLovitz> I mean aside from the ghost thing.
[09:48:12 PM] <literaryescapism> Missie - Are you referring to the drive-in scene or the sex?
[09:48:30 PM] <LarissasLife> Cat and Bones heart to heart about death
[09:48:42 PM] <LarissasLife> I believe...
[09:48:44 PM] <Guest 20> right
[09:48:55 PM] <Guest 15> At one point when Cat and Bones were talking to to Kira and Mencheres after 
the "loss" happens and Cat tells Bones that she will discuss something...
[09:49:02 PM] <literaryescapism> nevermind, got it 
[09:49:02 PM] <Guest 15> later and then....later never happened.
[09:49:17 PM] <KristinCP> LMAO
[09:49:20 PM] <Guest 12> lol
[09:49:41 PM] <LooksieLovitz> What would happen if Cat tried to change a vampire since she's a weird 
hybrid?
[09:49:44 PM] <Guest 20> I'm a dork
[09:49:46 PM] <Guest 20> LOL
[09:50:00 PM] <KristinCP> Missie is the cutest!!!
[09:50:40 PM] <LarissasLife> LOL You're the cutest Missie!
[09:50:50 PM] <Guest 20> I love Cat's big heart!
[09:52:48 PM] <Guest 15> What would happened if she attempted to create a ghoul with her mixed 
blood?
[09:53:40 PM] <literaryescapism> Hey Larrisa - <LooksieLovitz> How long to Cat's powers last when 
she absorbs them? And will the Ghoul blood affect her differently?
[09:53:41 PM] <LarissasLife> I think the answer would be the same...
[09:54:28 PM] <Guest 12> Are we going to see Timmie again? Since he knows about vampires now and 
worked with the government?
[09:54:38 PM] <LooksieLovitz> Poor Timmie.
[09:54:43 PM] <Guest 15> yeah are we going to see timmie?
[09:55:09 PM] <Guest 20> Texas sized squee 
[09:55:18 PM] <LarissasLife> D
[09:55:55 PM] <KristinCP> Will you hold another contest to name a character like you did for Helsing? 
That was fun! 
[09:56:06 PM] <Guest 20> ha!
[09:56:13 PM] <Guest 15> will we get to meet debra?
[09:56:15 PM] <Guest 20> Great question Vampster
[09:56:24 PM] <LarissasLife> who is Debra??
[09:56:26 PM] <KristinCP> Thanks Vampster!
[09:56:44 PM] <Guest 22> Will we get more on Debra and Nadia??
[09:57:43 PM] hopejon has left the chat
[09:57:45 PM] <Guest 15> please!
[09:58:11 PM] <KristinCP> We did too!!
[09:58:31 PM] <Guest 20> Jeaniene can you get Juan to fall in love with a vamp named Missie or at least 
call me his Querida? bats lashes 
[09:58:42 PM] <LooksieLovitz> LOL.
[09:58:44 PM] <KristinCP> Haaaa!!!
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[09:58:51 PM] <Guest 15> hahaha
[09:59:15 PM] <Guest 20> The best idea!
[10:00:06 PM] <LooksieLovitz> The girl on the cover is really pretty. Bones doesn't look like Bones 
though. I keep wanting him to have blonde hair.
[10:00:27 PM] <literaryescapism> I'm muted for a moment
[10:00:33 PM] <LarissasLife> I cant remember who Debra and Nadia are LOL
[10:00:39 PM] <LarissasLife> ok
[10:01:04 PM] <Mariya_Davis> I enjoyed the little bit we got on Debria and Nadia XD
[10:02:40 PM] <Mariya_Davis> Oh, SPADE!!!
[10:02:50 PM] <literaryescapism> i have to go put amonkey back in bed. brb
[10:03:06 PM] <LarissasLife> lol ok Jackie
[10:04:08 PM] <Guest 20> WOW!
[10:04:13 PM] <literaryescapism> I'm back, what did I miss?
[10:04:41 PM] <Mariya_Davis> JF did not know at first Don was gonna be Cat's uncle..
[10:05:31 PM] <LarissasLife> Any more questions???
[10:06:07 PM] <Guest 20> JUAN! Muy Caliente! faints 
[10:06:17 PM] <Guest 7> i want to know if she reads other urban fantasy novels and if so who she likes
[10:06:19 PM] <LooksieLovitz> Are there any hidden easter eggs in the books? references that wouldn't 
be obvious to anyone.
[10:06:38 PM] <Guest 12> lol
[10:06:46 PM] <KristinCP> hands missie smelling salts
[10:07:06 PM] <LooksieLovitz> Juan more time! lol. Too corny?
[10:07:23 PM] <KristinCP> Will Tate get an HEA?
[10:07:36 PM] <literaryescapism> once he grow sup
[10:07:43 PM] <LarissasLife> she said he might... but he needs to grow emotionally more...
[10:07:59 PM] <KristinCP> Thanks Larissa 
[10:08:16 PM] <LarissasLife> no problems =D
[10:08:48 PM] <LooksieLovitz> Doc Holiday? No way! Did not know that.
[10:08:53 PM] <literaryescapism> I didn't either
[10:09:31 PM] <talkshoe> Two Hour Training Program for New and Prospective Hosts - FREE - 7 
Sessions in February from which to choose! - Details and sign-up: http://tinyurl.com/4rzmwmj 
[10:09:48 PM] <Guest 20> Whoa! We need a Secrets of the grave companion book! 
[10:10:34 PM] <LooksieLovitz> Totally.
[10:10:34 PM] <Guest 20> I'm free to follow you around and write it 
[10:12:07 PM] <FictionKingdom> Has she read Magic Slays?
[10:12:29 PM] <LarissasLife> I'll ask when she comes back LOL
----commercial break begins----
[10:12:52 PM] <Guest 20> Thanks for doing this ladies! It has been too fun!
[10:13:35 PM] <Guest 20> Whoa!
[10:14:02 PM] <Mariya_Davis> yAH!!!
[10:14:17 PM] <Mariya_Davis> ETHAN!!!
[10:15:12 PM] <Mariya_Davis> KATE DANIELS!!!
[10:15:13 PM] <FictionKingdom> You have to do one about Nalini Singh!
[10:15:23 PM] <literaryescapism> which series
[10:15:26 PM] <Guest 12> yeah kate!
[10:15:35 PM] <Mariya_Davis> Magic Slays in end of May
[10:15:37 PM] <FictionKingdom> Either one
[10:16:08 PM] <LooksieLovitz> I need to get with the times on the Urban Fantasy. I am majorly missing 
out.
[10:16:15 PM] <Guest 20> Me too
[10:16:24 PM] <Mariya_Davis> @Looksie: You really are!
[10:16:26 PM] <Guest 20> Yay!
[10:16:42 PM] <Guest 12> woo!!
[10:16:54 PM] <literaryescapism> yes you are LooksieLovitz
[10:17:33 PM] <Mariya_Davis> Awesome UF Series!!
[10:17:40 PM] <Guest 15> Lilith Saintcrow?
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[10:18:38 PM] <Guest 15> jeaniene, you were so cute at your first romantic times in pittsburgh when 
your first book came out, so wonderful to meet you there
[10:18:58 PM] <LooksieLovitz> I have only read Chicagoland, Dark Swan, and Georgina Kincaid Series 
other than the Night Huntress Series. That's it. I am a failure.
[10:19:09 PM] <LarissasLife> Dark Swan is awesome! =D
[10:19:25 PM] <Mariya_Davis> @Looksie: I seriously need to recommend you some more!
[10:19:29 PM] <LooksieLovitz> Iron Crowned was amazing btw.
[10:19:38 PM] <LooksieLovitz> Uh yeah you do Mariya.
----commercial break ends----
[10:19:45 PM] <Guest 15> Does jeaniene read YA paranormal/
[10:19:47 PM] <Guest 15> ?
[10:19:52 PM] <LooksieLovitz> I'm all out of questions. Crap.
[10:20:14 PM] <Guest 15> Does she have any plans to write a YA series?
[10:20:25 PM] <LooksieLovitz> Oh a YA series would be bomb.
[10:21:40 PM] <Guest 27> i would enjoyed if you did write stories about fallen angels
[10:21:40 PM] <LarissasLife> Looksie YES is was!!!! =D
[10:22:08 PM] <Guest 15> Guest 27, Lauren Kate has a good series, angel related
[10:22:17 PM] <Mariya_Davis> Oh, VLAD!
[10:22:39 PM] <Guest 12> I'd love anything jeaniene writes
[10:23:01 PM] <Guest 27> yes i read/listened to read book. i actually enjoyed hush hush more
[10:23:56 PM] <Guest 27> jumbled words-bleh i meant i read laurent kate books
[10:23:59 PM] <Mariya_Davis> What character on the Night Huntress Series did you enjoy writing the 
most/like the most fun creating their character?
[10:24:09 PM] <Guest 15> i understood 
[10:26:05 PM] <Guest 27> i did recently pick up Gods Demons which takes place after the war in heaven 
and portrays the life of the fallen. and Lucifer is missing
[10:26:31 PM] <Guest 15> who wrote Gods Demons?
[10:27:47 PM] <Guest 15> I would love to see Vlad's heroine encounter Cat and mistakenly be jealous of 
her
[10:27:50 PM] <Guest 27> God's Demon -Wayne Barlowe
[10:27:50 PM] <Mariya_Davis> When should we be expecting Vlad's book?
[10:28:00 PM] <LarissasLife> Next year...
[10:28:17 PM] <Mariya_Davis> I'm soooo freckin' exciting for his book!
[10:28:23 PM] <literaryescapism> hopefully Spring 2012
[10:29:21 PM] <missie_bee> Jeaniene, don't worry about it, you are good to us at the rate you are going. 

[10:30:58 PM] <Guest 15> will you be returning to Pittsburgh for any signing?
[10:31:19 PM] <Guest 27> will see more of the backstory between bones and vlad?
[10:31:28 PM] <missie_bee> any in TX?
[10:31:37 PM] <Guest 27> yea tx 
[10:31:49 PM] <Guest 15> uh...i think you lost her
[10:33:41 PM] <Guest 27> does anyone extreamly dislike tate? 'cause i do and i feel like some ppl only 
like him b/c of the unrequited love
[10:33:45 PM] <missie_bee> yea
[10:34:19 PM] <FictionKingdom> I like Cooper, he's very interesting
[10:34:34 PM] <LooksieLovitz> I think of the voices. And the accent.
[10:35:50 PM] <Mariya_Davis> Bones voice is sexy XD
[10:36:17 PM] <LooksieLovitz> I love when he calls Cat "Luv"
[10:36:33 PM] <Guest 27> tate's extremely obnoxious i haven't really seen him treat kat right he just 
keep pushing himself on her
[10:36:40 PM] <Mariya_Davis> Good Idead me recommending this series to you Looksie.
[10:37:13 PM] <LooksieLovitz> I know!!
[10:37:30 PM] <LooksieLovitz> I need more books from you like ASAP. I have books for you too.
[10:37:33 PM] <missie_bee> JUAN is MINE!!! 
[10:38:10 PM] <Mariya_Davis> I need to borrow you Spade's and Mencheres book, Looksie
[10:38:24 PM] <Mariya_Davis> Hmmm....Questions. Questions...
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[10:39:09 PM] <Guest 27> i didn't really get into Mencheres storyline...i couldn't finish it
[10:39:15 PM] <LooksieLovitz> Obvs. I need them books. I have Iron Crowned for you. And 
Paranormalcy.
[10:39:51 PM] <LooksieLovitz> I also got Nightshade by Michelle Rowen.
[10:40:03 PM] <Mariya_Davis> I have Iron Crowned...hehe
[10:40:16 PM] <Mariya_Davis> CHLOE NEILL!!!
[10:40:23 PM] <LooksieLovitz> Chicagoland author!? OMIGOSH!
[10:40:49 PM] <Mariya_Davis> ETHAN AND MERIT!!!
[10:41:07 PM] <FictionKingdom> You should have a team that's pro anita on the first 8 books, anti anita 
on the rest
[10:41:24 PM] <Mariya_Davis> I guess I need to get on the second dark swan book
[10:41:50 PM] <Guest 27> i read the first book in the black jewels series
[10:41:53 PM] <LooksieLovitz> Uh yeah. Dark Swan series rocks. You've read her Georgina Kincaide 
series though right?
[10:42:02 PM] <Mariya_Davis> Too many great series to read!
[10:42:08 PM] <literaryescapism> exactly mariya
[10:43:06 PM] <Mariya_Davis> Don't hate on me, I only read book 1 of the georgina kincaid series. I got 
exploded with so many other UF series
[10:43:06 PM] <Guest 27> is anyone tried that most of the highly popular UF series have the same type 
of cover art
[10:43:20 PM] <Guest 27> hot chick leather clothing and a weapon
[10:43:39 PM] <Guest 27> yes
[10:45:47 PM] <Guest 27> i would just like to see a cover art were it was just like a depiction of a scene 
out of the story 
[10:46:02 PM] <literaryescapism> The Others by Haines would be a sweet discussion too
[10:46:59 PM] <FictionKingdom> They models look like dolls
[10:47:28 PM] <LarissasLife> yes! not good looking dolls either...
[10:47:46 PM] <missie_bee> Thanks again for the chat ladies. I had so much fun! Bye! besos
[10:48:37 PM] <missie_bee> Yay!!!
[10:48:53 PM] <LooksieLovitz> bye!
[10:48:58 PM] The recording has ended
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